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Lesson XVI: Internal Combustion Engines 

(ICE) – Advanced Aspects
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ICE Emissions

Lesson XVI

�Chemical pollution:

�CO (poisoning odorless gas – lethal in concentrations >=4%)

�HC (not burned hydrocarbons: cancerous (especially if aromatics) and 

through photochemical reactions generates irritating substances for eyes 

and respiration)

�NOx (irritating composites and possible responsible of photochemical 

poisoning and acid rains)

�SOx (possible formation of H2SO4 – acid rains)

�Carbon particulate (generates problems to respiration – PM10 (dust of 

about 10 micron) generates cancer problems to respiration components.

�Thermal pollution:

�CO2 emission (greenhouse gas)

Emission content depends on engine type, geometry, operating state, 

maintenance type, fuel composition. E.g.: in a sparkling ignition engine PM10 is 

low while CO and HC are higher; in a Diesel engine CO emission is low while 

PM10 is significant.

�Emission not from exhaust: from fuel tank, and from basement. These 

emissions are now almost zero (devices to avoid petrol vapour emission)
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ICE Emissions Abatement (1/2)
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Different approaches are considered:

�Fuel composition modification

�Upgrade of fuel injection systems and combustion optimization

�Devices at the engine outlet

Fuel upgrade:

�CO2 may be reduced through the use of CH4

�No Pb-based composites

�S reduction

Injector and combustor upgrade:

�Injectors for petrol (more uniform and stoichiometric charge)

�High pressure injectors for diesel – e.g. common rail (more uniform and 

penetrating spray)
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ICE Emissions Abatement (2/2)

Lesson XVI

Devices at the engine outlet (spark ignition engine): 

�Oxidant reactor (for reduction of CO and HC): 2CO+O2=2CO2

�Reducing reactor (for reduction of NOx): 2NO+2CO=N2+2CO2

�In the past: reducing reactor close to outlet valve followed by oxidant 

reactor (with secondary air injection)

�Now: engine works at stoichiometric conditions (control through the 

lambda probe device) and a trivalent catalyst reactor is used. It is composed 

of an external case containing the ceramic support with the catalyst.

Devices at the engine outlet (self ignition engine): 

�Devices for particulate abatement: particulate traps (90% efficiency 

ceramic filters to be regenerated through combustion), oxidant catalytic 

converters (more reliable devices, but less efficient). These devices are not 

useful with high value of S content in fuel (S decrease is necessary).
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ICE Supercharging (1/4)
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The formula Pi = (Vt*pmi*n)/(30*e) highlights that ICE power can be 

increased increasing pmi at constant volume. This pmi increase is carried out 

increasing maximum cycle pressure introducing more air and fuel in the 

cylinder. This effect can be obtained increasing pressure at the inlet level (a 

higher density means a higher filling of the cylinder).

An engine with this device is called supercharged. In the past this 

technology was essential in aeronautic engines (to compensate air density 

decrease at high altitude, now it is widely used in vehicles for engine power 

increase)

Different kinds of supercharging:

�Mechanical supercharging (compressor moved by engine shaft)

�Supercharging with exhaust flow (turbo-supercharging or Buchi system)

�Supercharging through pressure waves

An efficiency increase can be obtained with a cooler (called intercooler) 

exchanger between compressor and cylinder inlet.
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ICE Supercharging (2/4)

Lesson XVI

No supercharging 

Mech. supercharging 

Adiabatic compression 

from pa to ps

Mechanical supercharging: supercharged Otto cycle
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ICE Supercharging (3/4)

Lesson XVI

Turbo supercharging: Supercharged Sabathé cycle

A-1: compressor

B-C: turbine
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ICE Supercharging (4/4)

Lesson XVI

Pressure wave supercharging
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ICE in Cogeneration Layout (1/4)
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For a large size Diesel engine

Fuel LHV

Exhaust

Cooling water

Supercharging air

Lubricating oil

Radiation loss

Work
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ICE in Cogeneration Layout (2/4)
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•High temperature flow (e.g. steam) from exhausts

•Low temperature flow (e.g. hot water) from cooling fluid and lubricating oil

Not important influence of cogeneration system on ICE performance (just 

some additional pressure losses at the engine outlet)
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ICE in Cogeneration Layout (3/4)
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•TANDEM T20 internal combustion engine installed in the laboratory (1/2)
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ICE in Cogeneration Layout (4/4)
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•TANDEM T20 internal combustion engine installed in the laboratory (2/2)

Engine

Cylinder volume 1242 cm3

Number of cylinders 4

Valves per cylinder 2

Bore x stroke 70.8 x 78.8 mm

Compression ratio 9.8

Rotational speed 3000 rpm

Fuel Gas (methane, LPG, biogas)

Weight 76 kg

Electrical generator

Type Asynchronous (three-phase)

Voltage / frequency 400 V / 50 Hz

Nominal power 22 kW

Number of poles 2

Cogeneration hydraulic circuit

Nominal water mass flow 3600 l/h

Maximum inlet temperature 74°C (347.15 K)

Maximum outlet temperature 85°C (358.15 K)

Maximum pressure loss 70 kPa

Powers and efficiencies

Inlet nominal power 70 kW

Electrical nominal power 20 kW

Thermal nominal power 47.5 kW

Electrical nominal efficiency 0.29

Natural gas mass flow (CH4) ≈7.4 Nm3/h


